
 

4.1.2021 11.1.2021 18.1.2021 25.1.2021 1.2.2021 8.2.2021 

List 12 List 13 List 14 List 15 List 16 List 17 

wild cry flies copied happier hiking 

climb fly tries replied happiest shining 

most dry replies spied angriest surprising 

only try cries fried angrier joking 

both reply copies applied drier hoping 

old July babies relied driest smiling 

cold shy carries identified tidier loving 

gold spy spies multiplied tidiest writing 

hold  sky supplies magnified funnier coming 

told why lorries supplied funniest caring 
 

22.2.2021 1.3.2021 8.3.2021 15.3.2021 22.3.2021 29.3.2021 

List 18  List 19 List 20 List 21  List 22 List 23 

every nicer patting patted all other 

everybody writer humming hummed ball mother 

even baker dropping dropped call brother  

great hoped running clapped walk nothing  

break loved hopping  clipped talk  cover 

steak largest clapping wrapped always money 

pretty closest sitting napped fall  some 

beautiful looser flipping ripped small dozen 

after safer wrapping drummed also wonder 

fast simpler slipping dragged bald done 

YEAR 2 SPRING TERM 2021 SPELLING LIST 
Dear Year 2 Parents, 
Kindly help your child learn these weekly spellings. It is important to talk about the meanings of the words, 
discuss how to put them into sentences that make sense and show them pictures, if necessary. This term, 
we would like your child to write at least five sentences out, using these words, to develop their writing 
and upload it via Google Classroom – aim to extend the sentences using conjunctions like ‘because, 
when. if, so’ as well as adding adjectives, where appropriate. 
* We will have a spelling test every Friday. The first spelling test will be on Friday 8th January 2021, where 
List 1 words will be tested and then the second spelling test will be on Friday 15th January 2021, where List 
2 will be tested and so on. Thank you very much for your continued support. 


